
AZAAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Grade – I A / B / C   Activity Sheet- IX                     Subject: ENGLISH 

Name:   _________    Class: ___  Sec:    

LESSON NO: 8. LUNA STAYS AWAKE 

I. Look at the picture and fill in the blanks with the correct describing word. 

 

 

 

 

1. This is a ___________ tower.   

         

2. The earth is ___________.   

         

3. The box is ____________.   

           

4. The tea is ____________. 

 

5. The kittens are ___________. 

  

 

II. Write the correct word for each picture. 

 

 

 

  

                          

 

        __________                         ____________                    _____________ 

 

 

hot           tall         cute        open        round 

   night            rain           cup            train          hills               swing 



 

                      

 

 

           ____________                   _____________                    ______________ 

 

III. Complete these words with suitable blends.  

               (br       cl        dr       fr        gl        sw) 

                    

 

                   

             

 

       ___  ____ og                      ____  ____ aw                      ____  ____ eep 

 

                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

      ____  ____ ip                                  ____  ____ ead                               ____  ____ ue 

 

 



AZAAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Grade – I A / B / C            Activity Sheet- X                      Subject-ENGLISH 

Name:   _________    Class: ___  Sec:    

                                     LESSON NO: 9. ALI’S BLUE RAINCOAT 

I. Choose the words from the help box. Fill in the blanks and complete the 

passage. 

 

 

 

 

 

When there is no ______________ and it is _________________________ outside, we have to  

stay ________________. We can do many things that we like when we are at _______________.  

We play with our _________________ in our __________________. When it is a rainy  

_______________, we also like to stay behind the ________________ and watch rain without 

getting ________________.  

II. How is the weather?  

      

                                    It is _______________. (Cloudy / rainy)  

 

 

 

               It is _______________. (Partly cloudy / rainy)  

  

                      

   Wet          room            sun        dark and cloudy         day          home         window          

inside             toys    



 

                 It is __________________. (Rainy / windy)  

 

  

                  

         It is _________________. (Sunny / snowy)      

  

 

               

                                                        It is ___________________. (Stormy/ rainy)  

 

 

III. Punctuation mark ( Full stop . and  Question mark ?) 

Read the sentences carefully and put the punctuation mark correctly. 

1. I am seven years old  

2. Who is your friend 

3. Where is John  

4. It is a pencil case 

5. What do you like to eat 

6. The pencil is in the bag 

7. Do you have water 

8. May I come in   



IV. Tick your favourite season and write four sentences about it. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. ________________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________________. 


